. 14. Dissociation rates were determined by incubating renatured RNA and CBP2 for 1 hour to ensure complete binding and subsequently trapping any protein that dissociated by addition of heparin to a final concentration of 20 to 500 pLg/ml. Fraction RNA bound was analyzed by filter binding (4). Dissociation rates were independent of heparin concentration. Endpoints were obtained from reactions in which the heparin was added before CBP2. 15. We estimate the equilibrium dissociation constant for protein binding to the core state either (i) by correcting the observed Kd for the fraction of properly folded RNA or (ii) from the elemental rate constants for the core,-coreCBP2 interconversion: (i) The observed Kd is 0.8 nM (4), whereas the equilibrium constant for formation of the core state is 0.07 (3). Thus, the Kd for binding to the core is equal to (0.8 nM) x [0.07/ (1 +0.07)] = 50 pM.
. 20 . S. J. Talbot and S. Altman, ibid. 33, 1406 (1994) . 21. CYT18, mitochrondrial tyrosyl tRNA synthetase which facilitates splicing of group introns in Neurospora crassa; R. J. Saldanha, S. S. Patel, R. Surendran, J. C. Lee, A. M. Lambowitz [ibid. 34, 1275 (1995) ] observed rapid formation of an initial CYT18 pre-ribosomal RNA complex characterized by a second-order rate constant, in contrast to our observations with bl5 RNA. These data emphasize that there exist alternate pathways for simple RNP assembly. 22. T. Powers and H. F. Noller, RNA 1, 194 (1995) (Fig. 2) . The rate constant for the reverse reaction for this step, k(core-*2°), was calculated from the rate constant for the forward reaction divided by the equilibrium constant (3), (0.3 min-1)/(0.07) = 4 min-1.
(ii) k(core->coreCBP2) = 3.5 x 109 M ' min ' was determined at 40 mM MgCI2 and provides an estimate for the value at 7 mM MgCI2. The rate constant for the reverse reaction, k(coreCBP2-,core), is taken to equal the dissociation rate for the A5' domain-CBP2 complex (0.12 min-1; Fig. 4 fied antigen induced an IgG1 response after primary immunization (Fig. 3) . In contrast, only 500 fmol of HEL-C3d2 and 50 fmol of HEL-C3d3 were required to induce comparable initial IgG1 responses. These doses of the three recombinant proteins also were the threshold amounts necessary for inducing immunologic memory, as indicated by the accelerated and augmented IgG 1 responses occurring after primed mice were challenged with 50 pmol of HEL in incomplete Freund's adjuvant (IFA). Furthermore, the generation of immunologic memory to HEL by all recombinant proteins indicates that these responses are dependent on T cells.
The immunity-enhancing function of C3d was compared to that of complete Freund's adjuvant (CFA) (13). The threshold doses for eliciting initial IgGI responses were 50 pmol for HEL in CFA and 500 fmol for HEL-C3d3 in PBS, respectively (Fig. 4) . The amounts required for inducing memory were 5 pmol and 50 fmol for HEL in CFA and HEL-C3d3 in PBS, respectively. Therefore, attaching three molecules of C3d to the antigen is 100-fold more effective in lowering the threshold for acquired immune recognition than the action of the potent adjuvant, CFA.
The participation of CD21 in the IgGI response to HEL-C3d3 was determined. Mice were administered intraperitoneally 300 ,ug of 7G6 anti-CD21 or an isotypematched control antibody 24 hours before immunization with 500 fmol of HEL-C3d3 in PBS subcutaneously. The IgGl anti-HEL titer at day 29 was less than 25 These findings demonstrate that the immunity-augmenting function of the complement system is mediated solely by a discrete molecular modification of antigen, attachment of C3d, and that the magnitude of enhancement may be as great as 10,000-fold, which is far greater than even that of CFA. Three mechanisms may mediate this function. First, the association of CD2 1 with CD19, which is tyrosine-phosphorylated when mlg is ligated and binds phosphatidylinositol-3 kinase (15) (3) .
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